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crew essentials TENDER TIME

crew essentials INTERNAL AFFAIRS.

How many tenders
do I need for my
new build yacht?
WORDS JOHN APPS

This is a fairly
standard question that we
are asked at some stage of
a new build project. The
answer we give is very
much dependent on when
you ask the question.
If you ask it prior to the
yacht being designed and
drawn up, the answer is
easy: whatever you like
and as many as you like.
At this stage you have the
opportunity to incorporate

questions
to ask
yourself:
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>>
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Where will we
be cruising?
How far are we
into the build?
Do we have
budget
constraints?
Can some
tenders have
multiple roles?
Will the tenders
share the
mothership’s
fuel?
Do we want a
propeller or jet
drive?
Where will the
tenders be
stored?
Do the owners
have special
considerations,
like young
children
or mobility
concerns?

everything into the design
of the boat and are able to
allocate the space required
to fit your exact purpose.
If you ask it at design
completion and the laying
of the hull, then you will be
limited to the space that has
been allocated and you will
have to work around these
parameters.
Even when building the
largest superyacht, there
will be a fair amount of
compromise as putting on
lots of tenders will eat into
the available space – inside
space that could otherwise
be used for accommodation
and leisure areas or deck
space if being stored
outside.
The most important
question at this stage is:
what is the intended usage
of the yacht? Once you
have a clear idea of how you
and/or the owner would
like to use the yacht, you
can fully understand and

appreciate how the space is
to be used and what are the
best possible choices.
As examples, I will use
two recent 80m builds
managed and supplied by
EYOS Tenders.
The owner of yacht
X uses his vessels
in a fairly traditional
manner: summer in the
Mediterranean and winter
in the Caribbean. They
are a family with teenage
children and intend to
visit the usual yachting
hotspots. In this case, they
have chosen: a beautiful
limousine tender with plush
interiors for collecting
and delivering guests to
upmarket destinations;
a custom sports RIB, to
use as an all purpose boat
for watersports, beach
landings, provisions and
daily use; a smaller rescue
boat/crew tender and an
assortment of jetskis and
SEABOBs for messing

about on the water.
The owner of yacht Y is
more interested in world
cruising and exploration
and, to this end, while
having the same size yacht,
has built it to incorporate
his style. This boat has
two nine-metre tenders,
one is a fast sports RIB for
long runs and recce work,
the other an aluminum
all-rounder jet boat for
exploring the shallow
waters and mangroves of
uncharted areas, capable
of taking the punishment
of the odd grounding that
this often entails. The brief
also included a submarine
for underwater exploration.
All are stored in a huge
central garage. Four jetskis
are stored in a garage on
the bow. Finally they have
a 14m chase boat, which
follows the yacht, acting
as a day boat for extended
trips away from the
mothership and as a large
base for provisioning and
supplies in areas where
daily provisions are not
always possible.
So you can see that two
yachts can be set up very
differently to accommodate
differing usage. The
important thing is to know
your intended cruising
areas and the owner’s
interests.
John Apps works at EYOS Tenders,
which offers bespoke guidance,
project management and support
on superyacht tender selection.
eyostenders.com

SECRETS
OF A
BARISTA
If you need a manual
to decipher the
espresso machine
and think arabica is
what they speak in
Egypt, read on and
transform from
coffee bluff to
coffee buff.
WORDS Misja Vorstermans
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History mystery
The story goes that a herder from
Yemen noticed his goats became
more active and restless when they
ate berries from a certain bush. He
told local monks, who started chewing
on the berries to stay awake to pray
all night. But the berries tasted
horrible so they started experimenting
to improve their flavour. They ended
up roasting the berries, grinding them
and brewing them into this drinkable,
palatable, stimulating beverage.

So much to choose
from
There are over 60 different sorts of
coffee; the two most common beans
are the robusta and the arabica,
grown mainly in Latin America, southeast Asia and Africa. Arabica is a
tasty coffee with heaps of aroma but
less caffeine than robusta, which is
stronger and bolder in flavour.
Just as with fine wines, it is equally
important where the coffee bean

grows as each country has its own
characteristics. Beans grown in the
highlands grow slower and so create
more delicate aromas and are of
higher quality. The lowland beans tend
to be bolder in taste and have less
aroma.

IN THE MIX
The mix of beans used is called the
melange. The blend of arabica versus
robusta, different producers, different
terroir (the distinguishing flavour
given by the geography, geology and
climate); all are taken into account
with blending the melange. Since the
harvest and the quality differ each
season, this is not an exact science
and with each harvest the master
blender needs to decide what the
blend is going to be.

ESPRESSO
ESSENTIAL TIPS, VISIT
TheCrewReport.com/
EspressoEssentials

turn up the heat
Next we have to roast the beans.
During the roasting, chemical changes
happen; the beans lose water and
aromatic oils are freed. The sugar in the
beans is caramelised and gives them
their dark colour.
A light roast gives the light flavour
favoured in Scandinavia; it has some
more acidic flavours and the influence
of the roast does not overpower the
origin’s characteristics.
A medium roast gives you a more
balanced flavour between aromas,
acids and complexity but you will still
find the typical characteristics of the >
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